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CURRIKI ALGEBRA UNIT 2 
Linear and Exponential Relationships 

Lesson 2.7: Exponential Growth Functions 
 
Unit 2: Linear and Exponential Relationships 
The first nine lessons (2.1-2.9) provide the instruction and practice that supports the 
culminating activity in the final unit project. 

 

Lesson 2.7: Exponential Growth Functions 
In this lesson, students will learn to simplify expressions involving exponents, use 
scientific notation, graph exponential functions, and model real-life situations using 
exponentials. Lesson 2.4 was about graphing exponential functions. Lesson 2.7 is about 
one use of exponential functions, which is to model exponential growth.  
 
Common Core State Standards by Cluster:  

Grade Level Cluster CCS Standard 

9 Create equations that 
describe numbers or 
relationships 

A.CED.2 

9 Represent and solve 
equations and inequalities 
graphically 

A.REI.10 

9 Construct and compare 
linear, quadratic and 
exponential models and solve 
problems 

F.LE.3 

 
Lesson Preparation Resources for Teachers:  
To prepare for delivering this lesson, teachers may choose to review exponential growth 
in Sal Khan’s videos and another Sal Kahn video that gives real life examples located in 
Curriki.  
A bag of rice and scoop 
The book: A Grain of Rice, by Demi (or excerpt written in this lesson plan) 

TE_Vocabulary Worksheet 
TE_Exponential Growth Function Worksheet 
TE_Exponential Growth Function Assessment Activity 
TE_Lesson on Population Growth 

 
Instructional Materials for Students: (print one copy for each student)  

SE_Vocabulary Worksheet 
SE_Exponential Growth Function Worksheet 
SE_Exponential Growth Functions Assessment worksheet 
SE_Exponential Growth Functions Assessment 

http://www.curriki.org/xwiki/bin/view/Coll_Group_KhanAcademyMathGroup/ExponentialGrowthFunctions
http://www.curriki.org/xwiki/bin/view/Coll_Group_KhanAcademyMathGroup/ExponentialGrowth
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SE_ From Patterns to Relations to Functions 
 
Time: 50-minute session 
 
Lesson Objective: 
Students will be able to model exponential growth through applying their understanding 
that a quantity is growing exponentially if it increases by the same percent r in each unit 
of time t.  
 
Lesson Content: 
 
1.  Background Building Activity for Students (10 minutes) 

a. Vocabulary Building 
Print out one copy of the SE Vocabulary Worksheet for each student.  
Review the three math-specific vocabulary words on the attached vocabulary page 
with the whole class prior to the warm up problem. Ask students to write out 
examples of each vocabulary term.  

 
b. Warm up problem  

Students work in pairs to work through the population growth problem for 
Pleasantville. Student pairs create a population growth problem for another town 
or city. Students take turns in pairs to present and solve their two problems. They 
discuss the solution process. Call students back to the whole group to discuss the 
problem and ask a couple of pairs to explain solution process. They should go to 
the board and write out the question and explain how they solved it.  

 
2.  Focus Question based on today’s lesson (25 minutes) 

Today’s focus question (Write it on the board.):  
What will the population of Vermont be in 2010?  
 
Population Growth 
This problem can be estimated, but not solved. We will use extrapolation, that is, 

the average growth over the 40 known years. Before we get to that, allow students 

to discover the dilemma and offer possible solutions. The data is real. 

As life-long learners, how can we improve and sustain the quality of our 

communities in an ever-changing world?  

a.  Whole Class Instruction:  
Show the PowerPoint about the population growth in Vermont by Luke Lang. 
(The notes are also available in PDF format, TE_Notes Exponential Growth-Here 
and There. ) The following script is from Luke Lang’s PowerPoint: 

http://www.curriki.org/xwiki/bin/view/Coll_MSP2/FromPatternstoRelationstoFunctions
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a. So, here is our dilemma... the change is not constant (we don’t have a 
line). 

b. We will use the average rate of change over the 40 years of data we have 
about the population growth rate of Vermont in order to estimate the 
population in 2010.  

c. We have two points, so we are going to find our slope and plug it directly 
into our two-point equation. 

         y - y1 =
y2 - y1

x2 - x1

x - x1( )

y - 389881 =
609890 - 389881

2000 - 1960
x - 1960( )

y - 389881 = 5500.23 x - 1960( )  
Now we can plug-in the value we want to compute (the population in 2010) 

y - 389881 = 5500.23 x - 1960( )

y - 389881 = 5500.23 2010 - 1960( )

                y = 5500.23 50( ) + 389881

                y = 664892  
Our prediction is that the population of Vermont will be 664,892 in 2010. 

 
b.  Small Group Practice Activity (Teacher checks for understanding by observing 

students while they work in groups.) Arrange students in groups of 3-4 and have 

each group work together to check our equation.  

 The population of Vermont in 2006 was 623,908. Based upon this information, 

how accurate is the equation we have developed? 

 Solution - Then subtracting, we see that we have an error of 18,983. 

y - 389881 = 5500.23 2006 - 1960( )

                y = 5500.23 46( ) + 389881

                y = 642892  

642892 - 623908 = 18983

estimate - actual =  error  

 Our equation overestimates the 2006 population by 18,983 people. Therefore, 

the 2010 value we previously found is likely high. Our slope of 5500 
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people/year tells us that our over-estimation puts us about three years worth 

above the actual. 

 Were the calculations in this activity about the population growth in Vermont 

accurate?  

 According to Vermont Census 2010 results, the population of the area was 

approximately 625,741 people. From 2000 to 2010, the Vermont population 

growth percentage was 2.8% (or from 608,827 people to 625,741 people). 

(From http://www.cubitplanning.com/state/22-vermont-census-2010-

population) 

 Ask students to discuss the difference between the calculations and the actual 

census results for Vermont. How does the math connect with the application 

to population prediction? What does this mean for the population of the 

United States in general? The world?  

c.  Individual Activity  
Give each student a copy of the Exponential Growth Function Worksheet to 
complete.  

 Call on students to come to the board to write out their solutions to 

problems on the Exponential Growth Function Worksheet.  

 Ask students to discuss the solutions.  

 

3. Whole class Discussion  
(From Lesson 1: Population Growth by Zulma Valladares on Curriki)  

 Ask students what the population of the world is (about 6.5 billion) 

 Ask them if they can imagine how big the number 1 billion is. Tell them you are 

going to help them see how big 1 billion is. 

 Scoop out a level teaspoon of rice from a bag of uncooked grains and show to 

the class. Tell them that there are about 200 grains of rice in 1 teaspoon. 

 Show them a cup of rice and explain that there are approximately 9,600 grains of 

rice (48 teaspoons) in 1 cup. Ask how many cups are in 1 gallon (16 cups). Then 

ask how many grains of rice there are in 16 cups (9,600x16=153,600 grains of 

rice). 

 Ask how many gallons it would take to equal 1 million grains of rice. Answer: 

1,000,000 divided by 153,600 = 6.5 gallons = 1 million grains of rice. 

 Ask students: If 6.5 gallons equals 1 million grains of rice, how many gallons 

would it take to equal 1 billion grains of rice? Answer: 6.5 gallons (1 million) 

times 1,000 would be 6,500 gallons, which equals approximately 1 billion. 

http://www.cubitplanning.com/state/22-vermont-census-2010-population
http://www.cubitplanning.com/state/22-vermont-census-2010-population
http://www.curriki.org/xwiki/bin/view/Coll_Group_CloudInstitute/Lesson1PopulationGrowth_0
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 Ask how may gallons of rice it would take to equal 6 billion (the approximate 

number of people on the planet). Answer: It would take approximately 39,000 

gallons of rice to equal 6 billion. 

 Arrange students in groups of 3-4 and have each group come up with another 

way to demonstrate how much 1 billion is. Encourage them to think about 

creative different ways to demonstrate this number. For example, the number of 

kids jumping up and down for length of time, or the number of sugar cubes laid 

end to end, etc. 

 Conclude with some reflection questions to wrap the lesson. 

4. Assessment 
Ask students to review the Exponential Growth Functions Assessment worksheet. 
They will work in pairs to create a new problem for each of the 4 problems with 
solutions. Using the Exponential Growth Functions Assessment document, the 
student pairs will also create an assessment document with only problems and 
without solutions.  
  
Once student pairs create their 4 problems, the pairs will exchange test questions 
with another pair. The pairs will work together to solve the other group’s 
assessment questions. The teacher can collect and score each pair’s assessment 
answers. This is also a good chance to review the problems with the whole class and 
solve them together during a separate class session. 

 
5. Extension Activities 

a. Students work in pairs to solve the problems on the Building Bridges Worksheet.  
b.  Extension Problem: Population Growth of a town called Pleasantville, in 
America.  

 
 

A quantity is growing exponentially if it increases by the same percent r in each unit 
of time t. This is called exponential growth. It can be modeled by the equation:  
 
Y = C(1 + r)t 

 
C is the initial amount (the amount before any growth starts), r is the growth rate (as 
a decimal), t represents time, and both C and r are positive. The expression (1 + r) is 
called the growth factor.  
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If the population of Pleasantville is 900 people currently and if it grows continuously 
at an annual rate of 1.5%, what will the population be in 6 years?  
P = 5,000 
t = 1.5% 
Y = 900(6)1.5 

(6)1.5 = 14 
The population will be 13,227 at the end of 6 years.  

 
6. Homework assignment for additional independent practice (Note: This homework 

assignment can be done during a subsequent class period if you have the time, or it 
can be used to assess student understanding of exponentials.)  
Distribute the SE_Exponential Growth Function Worksheet to each student. 
Introduce the worksheet by solving these two problems on the board.  

 

 
 
Solution:  

  
Explain the solution and ask students to complete the worksheet as homework.  
 

 
 

 
Explain the solution and ask students to complete the worksheet as homework.  


